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This walk was led by Peter Fowler on 4th July. Due to heavy rain the day before, we all agreed to change
the walk from the Obi Obi tributary to the great walk section of the track to Flat rock, on the way to
Kondalilla, 13km return.
Only Peter got a couple of leeches, and we all did regular leech checks as the ground was very wet.
Morning tea at Flat rock was very pleasant, then we returned via the lookout on the gorge and waterfall.
A lovely morning out after all the rain!
Christine Casken

We had a total of seven walkers, Fay, Fergus (our geologist), Lindy, Liza, Min, Susan and Rod as trip leader.
The Mt Coolum figure-8 hike went up, around, up, over, down, across, back up and then down to where we started
from. The track was dry in parts but quite damp in some sections which meant careful foot placement was the order
of the day. It was thrilling, yet peaceful, and in one uphill part, challenging. It was the perfect way to spend time on
a Sunday morning with like-minded adventurers.
Before starting we heard the local Aboriginal legend of how Mt Coolum, Ninderry and Mudjimba came to exist, then
while on the walk our guest walker and geologist Fergus gave the geologists version of the story. Our sincere thanks
and appreciation to Ferg for his fabulous geology talks.
There are two tales on the geology here. Which story do you think is “the one”? I reckon that both make a good
yarn, but which is true? What is fact? What do you think?
THE ABORIGINAL LEGEND
The people of this land are the Yinneburra Clan of the Kabi-Kabi people. Maroochy was a beautiful young woman
and Coolum was the man she had promised to marry.
However, Ninderry – a jealous rival from another clan- stole Maroochy away. Enraged, Coolum rescued his wife-tobe but Ninderry chased them down. Throwing his boomerang, Ninderry knocked off Coolum’s head. The place where
he fell became Mt Coolum and his head rolled out to sea to form Mudjimba Island.
For his treacherous attack, the angry god Beeral turned Ninderry into stone. Meanwhile, a distraught Maroochy fled
inland to the Blackall Ranges where she wept until her flowing tears formed the Maroochy River. Maroochy turned
herself into a black swan to search for Coolum’s spirit. Her children and her
children’s children continue to search.
THE GEOLOGIST’S STORY:
Mt Coolum is a “laccolith” This mushroom shaped geological feature is the
result of molten magma that intruded (pushed) into the upper levels of the
Earth’s crust about 30 million years ago Mt Ninderry is the odd one out
amongst the peaks near Mt Coolum. It was formed from different volcanic
rocks in a very different process about 145 million years ago
An interesting and easy to read explanation of this landscape is in geologist
Ferg’s detailed letter at the end of this walk report.
Rod Jenman

1. Looking down into the Mt Coolum quarry with it’s “lake”

2. Viewing rock formations. Note
the rock climbers’ carabiners
hanging from the rock wall face

3. Fergus delivers a talk on the geology of Mt Coolum. You can read his
detailed letter at the end of this walk report.
4. Climbing
the east face
of Mt Coolum
through a
beautiful little
ecological
area.

5. In the Mt Coolum “cave”. The “rock art” (graffiti) can be
seen here.

6. In the Mt Coolum “cave

7. Beyond the “cave”

7a. Banksias in the gulley scramble

8. Above the “cave” approaching the main tourist route

7b. Mt Coolum Rhyolite rock

9a & 9b. Dew and water on the bushes and rock path.
Beautiful but wet and slippery.

10. Negotiating the wet, slippery
rocks west side of the mountain

11. Smoko! Panoramic views to the north
and west. Another fascinating talk on the
geological formations from geologist Ferg.
12. The little known,
amazing fernery of Mt
Coolum.

LETTER FROM GEOLOGIST FERGUS:
The Geology of Mt Coolum area
Hi Rod
Thanks so much for including me in your great bush-walk this morning. It’s always so good to explore new and
fascinating areas on our doorstep and your trip had many elements of discovery and adventure under our noses.
As with virtually everywhere one travels, there’s a story to be told when you look around at the landscape and
consider what is under your feet. Mt Coolum offers a wonderful example of this.
Mt Coolum is a very distinct topographic feature on the coast - its dome shaped top and steep to over-hanging lower
slopes forms a 'text book' example of a “laccolith”. There is a narrow cylinder of rock beneath Mt Coolum, similar in
shape to Mt Coonowrin (the Crookneck) in the Glasshouse Mountains. This mushroom shaped geological feature is
the result of molten magma that intruded (pushed) into the upper levels of the Earth’s crust until it stopped and
formed a bulge, pushing the overlying sedimentary strata into a dome. There it cooled relatively quickly, as
demonstrated by the fine-grained nature of the hard, dense rock (its geological composition is called “rhyolite").
As the Mt Coolum laccolith cooled and contracted the rock cracked, forming hexagonal columnar shapes that lie in a
horizontal aspect. Hexagonal shapes are very common in nature. The columnar dolerite that forms Cradle Mountain,
the organ pipes on Mt Wellington behind Hobart and the spectacular sea cliffs along the Three Capes coast of the
Tasman Peninsular; along with the Giant’s Causeway formed by basalt lava flows in Northern Ireland, are well-known
geological examples. The same shape occurs in the desiccation cracks in mud when farm dams dry up. The shape of
bee’s wax is another example. The reason for this shape is directly related to geometry. It turns out that the
minimum perimeter for a given area is a hexagon, not any other shape!
The volcanic activity that gave rise to Mt Coolum, and many of the other prominent geological peaks in the Sunshine
Coast area, such as the Glasshouse Mountains, Mt Cooroy, Mt Cooroora etc., are all related to a “hot-spot” in the
upper mantle (the layer of the Earth beneath the crust.. The Hawaiian Islands are sitting over such a hot spot in the
middle of the Pacific Ocean. Sometimes the molten magma from this hot spot breaks through to the surface and
flows down the valleys progressively filling them up with basalt. The flat-topped Blackall Range is formed by multiple
lava flows generally moving downslope to the north and east, much like the modern day lava flows move slowly
across the land and into the ocean in Hawaii. The Buderim ridge is related to the same volcanic eruptions. The plugs,
cones and domes formed by the prominent peaks are the remnants of sub-surface feeder pipes for these lava flows.
Mantle hot spots do not move, whereas the surface plates forming the Earth’s crust are moving around and colliding
with one another. The collision zones are areas of major tectonic activity: earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, such
as the “volcanic rim of fire” around the margins of the Pacific Ocean. The Australian tectonic plate is moving
northwards at the rate of about 7cm per annum, the fastest moving plate on Earth at present. As Australia moves
northwards, the line of volcanoes over the hot spot get younger further south, ranging from the oldest around the
Atherton Tableland behind Cairns, through the Sunshine Coast volcanoes to the Warrumbungles in central western
NSW to the Ararat region in western Victoria, where the remnant volcanic cones have only just 'cooled down' - in
geological terms. The hot spot is currently somewhere under western Bass Strait. All of this movement from
northern Australia to Bass strait has happened in the last 25-30 million years - the blink of an eye geologically!
Mt Ninderry is the odd one out amongst the peaks near Mt Coolum. It was formed from different volcanic rocks in a
very different process about 145 million years ago. At that time the eastern margin of the Australian continental
plate was in collision with an ocean plate to the east, just like the current rim of fire. The associated volcanic
eruptions were much more explosive, very like the violent eruption of Mt Pinatubo in the Philippines in the early 90’s
or more recently, White Island in New Zealand. Instead of lava flowing 'gently' down the valleys, the very hot
“pyroclastic flows” from these eruptions swept across the countryside at high speed destroying everything in their
path. These flows were full of glass shards, rock fragments and hot gases and when they slowly cooled down the
rocks actually 'welded' together. Mt Niderry is a textbook example of a welded “ignimbrite”!.
There are so many other stories to tell, but I’ll leave them for another bush-walk in our wonderful neighbourhood.

Many thanks, once again

Fergus

Instead of one individual writing this report, I went around the campfire and recorded the comments from
various people who attended the weekend.
Here’s what a few said:

“Being out here camping allows you to see the stars at their best. Thank you very much to the guys who
made our beautiful fire and set up all the tents and Julie of course not just the guys. We’ve had a lovely
couple of dinners around the fire. Thanks.”
“This is an awesome, private, quiet camping spot with lots of stars and great company.”
“Thank you very much Sunshine Coast Bushwalking Club for organising something so beautiful. Nothing
could be more perfect with what we’ve had this weekend. Thank you.”
“Great weekend and great company. It started wet and windy but ended wonderfully.”
Thanks to the setup team for setting up such a great base camp with the kitchen, shelter and barbecue plus
a great campfire. We enjoyed all the great conversations. Thanks.”
“It’s been a great weekend, nice camping spot and the fire is good.”

Though the setup on Friday was rainy and windy, a small group of us got things set up and by the time
people started to arrive, the sun was out and blue sky was seen.
There were plenty of war stories told by each individual that drove into the camp area. Most cars did a few
slip and slides in the mud but everyone made it through with no problems.
We had two walks over the weekend.
Saturday morning’s walk was along the
trail that was built last year by the club
volunteers.
In the afternoon, we then ventured to
the shed and walked the proposed
new trail that will hopefully begin
being built next month.

Sunday’s walk was more of a bushbash and the use of all our muscles climbing up a steep hill to the
plateau.
As is usual with these types of walks, rock holds and tree trunks are always helpful to climbing up.
At the top, we were able to enjoy the wonderful views and had morning tea.

You can tell by the above comments that the pit fires
were the hit of the weekend.
Our temperatures were around 5 degrees at night so
the warmth of the glowing embers was welcome
before heading to our tents for a sleep.
Thanks to Joe Kirkpatrick for putting in all the effort to
make this a terrific weekend.
Julie Nunn

There were 15 hikers signed on for the Currumundi to Birtinya walk (and
return), ably led by Cheryl Stevens, and we set off just after 8am from
Lakeside Crescent, Currumundi.

We followed the Sunjewel Boulevard
Environmental Reserve and Currumundi Creek.
The weather was good, the conversation ever
flowing and the terrain easy to navigate.

We followed a number of the Sunshine Coast Council
walkways through Currumundi, under Kawana Way and
following parts of the Kawana Forest Nature Walk.
A highlight of the morning was the short easy loop into a
remnant paperbark and eucalypt forest. This included the
Cabbage Palm, Piccabeen Palms and the white trunks of the
towering gums.
We then joined the wetlands boardwalk which exits close to
Spotlight on Kawana Way.
After a welcome morning tea and comfort stop at the
Stocklands Shopping Centre (masks in hand), we passed the
“I Did It” sculpture at SCUH, to return via the Viridan Circuit.
Many thanks to Rod for the photos and stats of the walk –
3.43.28 hours and 14.02 km and to Cheryl for the amazing
walk using easily accessible pathways through the suburbs of
Currumundi, Meridan Plains and Birtinya.
Kaye Parfitt

Nine club members met up on a cool windy, but sunny Sunday in Pomona. We hopped into 2 cars and
drove about 15km along dirt roads to the eastern edge of Woondum National Park which is situated
between Gympie and Kin Kin.
The walk started by heading up a narrow wooded ridgeline, roughly north west until we hit a 4WD track –
‘Hill Road’. We followed Hill Road west through the eucalypt forest with various ups and downs until we
crossed a crystal clear creek. At this point we were on the western side of the National Park – perfect
timing to be at the Rock Pools day use area for morning tea.
After morning tea we headed up the signed walking track to Mt Boulder. It was a scrambly walk over 300m
up through grass trees and lichen covered rocks, hanging onto saplings that had bark worn smooth from
hundreds of hands.
It was slightly surreal at the peak as there are a couple of communication towers with air conditioners
humming away but we stopped to admire the view overlooking the ridges we had just walked, before
taking the concrete access road back down the other side.
It was pretty uncomfortable walking with our toes squashed into the tips of our boots until we hit the less
steep dirt road.
The quiet 4WD track lead us past some stunningly huge old eucalypts and as Woondum National Park used
to be state forestry, there were plenty of large stumps still with old fashioned logging holes in them. (I
looked up the history of chainsaws and given they didn’t start being used till the 1930’s it’s likely the trees
stumps were at least 100 years old.)
Our lunch spot was a sunny cleared spot at the side of the track. Plenty of entertaining discussion ensued
about walk through equipment, carrying food and travelling light or not leaving a trace (literally – although
I won’t recount details here).
After continuing on the track we rejoined Hill Road and retraced our steps back to the parked cars to
return to Pomona at 3pm. My phone app recorded 17.24km and an elevation gain and loss of 787m.
A great day out with good company. Many thanks to Russell who led the walk.
Claire Staines

On a perfect day for bushwalking, about 19 of
us including a number of visitors, walked about
10 km around the Eumundi Conservation Park.
The walk took about three and a half hours.
We met at the entrance to the park on
Verrierdale Forest Road, off Seib Road,
Eumundi.
Our leader, Michelle Freeman, did a great job
looking after the walkers and making sure all
were rested and watered regularly.
We mainly stuck to the perimeter track around
the park which was for the most part shady.

The walk included some hills, gullies, a short
creek crossing, with some mud and clay which
were our only small obstacles.
(Plus two horse riders and two motor bike
riders)
The walk took us through mainly tall eucalypt
forest, but also wet eucalypt forest, rainforest
and open forest.
Thanks very much Michelle for organising and
leading another enjoyable walk.
Pam Sanders

We held a tree Identification Workshop at the
Foote Sanctuary in Buderim on Saturday 24th
July.
Students arrived for note taking and listening,
eager to learn about trees and plants of the
Sunshine Coast.
Our ecological educator for the afternoon was
Elliot Bowerman, an ecologist with a wide
knowledge of all things green and brown.
First was the introduction to the many and
varied reference books available and learning
the different parts of a leaf and stem.
An hour’s walk through the Foote Sanctuary
followed to identify a wide variety of trees and
plants.
The endangered 'Buderim Holley"
Graptophyllum Reticulatum was of great
interest. It only grows in a few locations in
Buderim and Woombye, and is very small and
hard to spot.
Peter Fowler

Peter and Trace met at the climbers car park and after some gear sorting set off at 8:30am.
It was an absolutely stunning morning with a clear blue sky
and light winds, and being a weekday we had the mountain
to ourselves.
We gradually picked our way up the tourist route, and then
just before reaching the summit, we dropped off the
northern side and made our way around to the top of the
caves route.

From here we kitted up and commenced our decent. Five fun and varied drops followed, including 2
overhangs to get us some air time.
We returned to the cars just under 4 hours later.
Tracey Hawke
~~~
There will be a couple of last weekend’s reports to come in next month’s Trudge as the deadline is tighter
than normal. Thank you once again to all of this month’s contributors for the reports and pictures.
See you next month

